
Materials List & Instructions

TOOLS

Scissors
Embroidery Needle
Straight Pins
Wooden Skewer or Chopstick

MATERIALS

Wool Blend Felt -Benzie Design “Blush”, “White”, and “Black
Embroidery Floss - DMC “Very Light Terracotta” (3779), “White”, and “Black”
Small White Buttons - x2
Cotton Cording
Poly-Fill

Felt Flamingo

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Gather tools and materials.

2. Cut out felt pieces according to pattern.

3. Layer 2 wing pieces together with the white feathers tucked between. Pin   
 into place.

4. Blanket stitch around the wings using 3 strands of matching floss, going   
 through all 3 layers of felt. Repeat for the second wing.

5. Layer the white beak under the head with a slight overlap. Whip stitch    
 together using a single strand of pink floss.

6. Whip stitch on the black beak tip and eye with a single strand of black floss.

7. Straight stitch a black line through the beak with 3 strands of black floss.

8. Repeat for the other half of the flamingo.

9. Cut cording to 5” long. Lay it in the middle of the felt leg piece, aligned with   
 the edge on the left side. 

10. Fold the felt around the cording. Blanket stitch the short side, and then the   
 long side of the leg with 3 strands of matching floss.

11. Leave the last 1/4” end of the leg open and unstitched.

12. Blanket stitch the feet together, using 3 strands of matching floss. Leave the   
 side open for now.

13. Tuck the unsewn end of the leg inside the foot. Finish blanket stitching   
 closed.
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INSTRUCTIONS (CONTINUED)

14. Pin the body pieces together and begin blanket stitching along the edge,   
 starting from the bottom (see arrow in tutorial).

15. When you get to the top of the head, swap to white floss and continue    
 stitching the white part of the beak.

16. Swap to black floss for the tip of the beak, then back to white, then lastly pink   
 for the rest of the body. Switching floss colors is not necessary, but it creates a  
 very finished looking flamingo.

17. Gently stu� the beak and head before stitching up the neck. Using a wooden   
 skewer or chopstick will help get poly-fill all the way to the tip of the beak.

18. Stitch the wings to the side of the body using a single strand of matching floss,  
 one at a time. See the arrow in the photo tutorial for where we attached ours,   
 going through the existing blanket stitched holes.

19. Stu� the body before stitching closed.

20. Attach the legs to the body using small buttons.


